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	Successful web design teams depend on clear communication between developers and their clients—and among members of the development team. Wireframes, site maps, flow charts, and other design diagrams establish a common language so designers and project teams can capture ideas, track progress, and keep their stakeholders informed.


	 


	
		In this all new edition of Communicating Design, author and information architect Dan Brown defines and describes each deliverable, then offers practical advice for creating the documents and using them in the context of teamwork and presentations, independent of methodology. Whatever processes, tools, or approaches you use, this book will help you improve the creation and presentation of your wireframes, site maps, flow charts, and other deliverables.

	
		 

	
		The book now features:




		
			An improved structure comprising two main sections: Design Diagrams and Design Deliverables. The first focuses on the nuts and bolts of design documentation and the second explains how to pull it all together.


		
			 New deliverable: design briefs, as well as updated advice on wireframes, flow charts, and concept models.


		
			 More illustrations, to help designers understand the subtle variations and approaches to creating design diagrams.


		
			Reader exercises, for those lonely nights when all you really want to do is practice creating wireframes, or for use in workshops and classes.


		
			Contributions from industry leaders: Tamara Adlin, Stephen Anderson, Dana Chisnell, Nathan Curtis, Chris Fahey, James Melzer, Steve Mulder, Donna Spencer, and Russ Unger.





	
		“As an educator, I have looked to Communicating Design both as a formal textbook and an informal guide for its design systems that ultimately make our ideas possible and the complex clear.”

	
		—Liz Danzico, from the Foreword
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Marketing to the Social Web: How Digital Customer Communities Build Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An updated and expanded Second Edition of the popular guide to social media for the business community    

    Marketers must look to the Web for new ways of finding customers and communicating with them, rather than at them. From Facebook and YouTube to blogs and Twitter-ing, social media on the Internet is the most promising new way to...
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Windows Graphics Programming Win32 GDI and DirectDraw®Prentice Hall, 2001
To deliver high-performance Windows applications, you need an in-depth  understanding of the Win32 GDI and DirectDraw-but until now, it’s been virtually  impossible to discover what’s going on "behind" Microsoft’s API calls. This book  rips away the veil, giving experienced Windows programmers all the...
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Essential Mathematics for Games and Interactive Applications: A Programmer's GuideMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"Even though I've worked with these systems for years, I found new ways of looking at several topics that make them easier to remember and use. For someone new to 3D programming, it is extremely usefulit gives them a solid background in pretty much every area they need to understand." Peter Lipson, Toys for Bob, Inc.

Based on...
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Real-World SQL-DMO for SQL ServerApress, 2002

	Using clear language the authors hope to take developers to another level in administering their SQL Server. In this text Allan Mitchell and Mark Allison show developers how to create tools which will let them do their jobs easier and faster. SQL-DMO is a feature rich library that can be manipulated to do things that simply are not possible...
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Information Quality (Advances in Management Information Systems)M.E. Sharpe, 2005
Like the lament of Coleridge’s ancient mariner who finds himself adrift at sea surrounded by water yet dying of thirst, many organizations find they are surrounded by data, yet much of it does not truly satisfy their information needs. Today we have at our disposal vast stores of information that come in a variety of forms: records,...
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Essential Algorithms: A Practical Approach to Computer AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A friendly and accessible introduction to the most useful algorithms


	Computer algorithms are the basic recipes for programming. Professional programmers need to know how to use algorithms to solve difficult programming problems. Written in simple, intuitive English, this book describes how and when to use the most practical...
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